
FedRAMP integrations currently available: 

● Confluence Data Center 
● Jira Data Center 

● Jira Data Center Cards 
● Jira Data Center
● Cards for Jira Cloud 

● AWS import 
● Azure import 
● GCP import

FedRAMP migration 

Lucid offers support for FedRAMP account migration, ensuring that existing documentation is carried over to your new FedRAMP account 
with sharing permissions, folder structure, and other settings intact.

FedRAMP implementation

With your FedRAMP license purchase, you qualify for implementation services that include a best-in-class, guided onboarding designed to 
provide you with the tools and best practices you need to realize value quickly.

Mission-ready security:

● Trusted by federal, state, and local government agencies 

and contractors: FedRAMP Moderate impact level

● Complies with NIST CSF, NIST SP 800-171, FIPS 140-2, and 

DFARS 252.204-7012

● U.S.-based, U.S.-person managed service built on AWS 

GovCloud infrastructure

● Used by U.S. DoD agencies and contractors for defense, 

ITAR, and other controlled information

Governance:

● Manage sharing for folders and documents

● Restrict access only to allowed IPs or domains

● Customize security configurations

● Key Management Service (KMS)

● Security configurations, including document retention, data 

restoration, and data deletion

Advantages of the Lucid Visual Collaboration Platform:

● Consolidate tools with one trusted vendor in a secure FedRAMP environment

● Make decisions and innovate faster

● Align your team with a single source of truth

About Lucid
Purpose-built products to power every
stage of work

Intelligent diagramming Virtual whiteboarding

We also offer specialties to support specific use cases:

Cloud visualization

Lucid for public sector
We help government teams and contractors standardize on one platform for intelligent diagramming, virtual 
whiteboarding, and cloud infrastructure visualization.

Advantages of the Lucid Visual Collaboration Platform:

● Consolidate tools with one trusted vendor in a secure FedRAMP environment

● Make decisions and innovate faster

● Align your team with a single source of truth

Lucid is FedRAMP In Process
Learn more about Lucid Software in the FedRAMP Marketplace
Increase security and efficiency for government projects

Click here for the full service description.

Learn more about Lucid for public sector

https://marketplace.fedramp.gov/#!/product/lucid-for-government?sort=productName&productNameSearch=lucid
https://lucid.co/product-service-descriptions
https://lucid.co/contact/contact-government-sales


How government teams and contractors use Lucid GovSuite to 
reach mission-critical objectives.

Public sector customers

Accelerate digital transformation

A national government research agency uses Lucid GovSuite to 

digitize, streamline, and document core processes. After 

transitioning to a hybrid workforce, they needed an application that 

would support secure, digital collaboration without a steep learning 

curve. 

With advanced collaboration features and professional service 

partners, Lucid has transformed the agency’s quarterly planning to 

address the needs of remote teams while increasing agility and 

innovation. 

Improve compliance

A rapidly scaling defense contractor needed a way to innovate faster 

while ensuring their tech stack was FedRAMP compliant, as their 

scope expanded and their data requirements shifted in parallel. Given 

the increased sensitivity of their data, they required an environment 

with more stringent controls in place.

Using Lucid GovSuite, the contractor was able to mitigate 

compliance risk while improving collaboration among their fully 

remote and hybrid teams. Compliance and risk mitigation can 

increase the competitiveness of offerings for government contracts 

and assure authorizing officials of security competence.

Collaborate securely

A U.S. Military’s digital directorate is collaborating with confidence 

using Lucid GovSuite, ensuring they have appropriate safeguards and 

controls in place for their data.

Teams have used Lucid to continue agile software delivery when 

working remotely, visualize and streamline processes, and, 

ultimately, improve developer efficiency. 


